
 

 

 

 

A.G.C. AMILLA and Michalakopoulos team are happy to present this year the «24th Michalakopoulos Summer Camp». 

It is one of the oldest training camps with an exceptionally high level, improving every year. Like the previous years, it 

is going to be an international camp that will host trainers and athletes from all over Europe. Many of them are 

European or World champions, members of their national teams or national teams’ coaches. Of course we should not 

forget to mention that many great Greek coaches and fighters ( World and European medalists) will attend our camp 

too.  

The «24th  Michalakopoulos Summer Camp» will take place in a luxurious hotel which can provide spacious training 

halls and all the necessary equipment for the best possible training and of the participants. The purpose of the camp 

is a high level preparation of the fighters, concerning their competitions coming soon the next season and of course 

meeting, interacting and training with other high level fighters from Greece and abroad. The participants will also have 

the opportunity to get to know and train at other martials arts , apart from their main discipline. Furthermore they 

will have the chance not only to train but also to relax and refill their batteries in a great, luxurious and comfort 

environment. 

This year there will  be a second  specially designed training hall of 200 m2  (Arena 2) with an olympic size ring. There 

will also be specialized coaches of national teams who will offer training sessions for  ring styles absolutely free of 

charge. 

   



Every year we have the honor to have with us some of the greatest athletes of all times and some of the most 

successful coaches in Europe so that the participants have the great opportunity to meet, train and learn from the 

best. Some of the coaches that have taught in our camp the previous years are Oleg Solovey (coach of Ukranian 

National Team), Manuel Nordio (coach of Italian National Team), Krisztian Jaroszkievicz (coach of Hungarian 

National Team and multi world champion), Kevin Baldwin (coach of Scottish National Team) and many more.  

The previous years we had also the opportunity to train with some of the greatest athletes of all times in our sport 

like Katya Solovey from Ukraine and Roland Veres from Hungary. Of course we should not forget to mention many 

other World and European Champions who participated in our camp like Valeria Calabrese (Italy), Vitalli Solovey 

(Ukraine), Livia Murvai (Hungary), Gabriela  Busa (Hungary), Nastasha Baldwin (Scotland), Nesta Baxter (Great 

Britain), Georgia Caputo (Italy), Nicola Albanese (Italy), Toli Kuschnir (Germany) and many others. 

 

 



 

 The «24th Michalakopoulos Summer Camp» will take place during the period: 2-5/7/2021. Arrival on Friday 2nd of July 

and departure on Monday 5th of July. This year there will also be the option for one extra day in the camp (from 2nd 

July to 6th July) for everyone who wishes to have one more day of relax and training! 

 

 

The «24th  Michalakopoulos Summer Camp» will take place οn the island of Evia, in a luxurious hotel by the sea (access 

both by ship and car). 

 

 

✓ Staying at a luxury hotel (4 days /3 nights) or 5 days/4 nights for everyone who wants one more day 

 ✓ Full board (3 meals daily in buffet)  

✓ All Inclusive (free drinks, coffee -espresso not included-, soft drinks juices, some kinds of alcohol -like beer- 
ice cream,from morning to 23:00)  
 

✓ Spacious and fully equipped training halls.  

✓ Free access to all training sessions every day.  

✓ 2 outdoor pools (for adults and children)  

✓ Access to the beach  

✓ Lobby Bar 

 ✓ Pool Bar  

✓ Restaurant 

 ✓ Free wi-fi access  

✓ Mini Market  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

Phone: +30 210-5019399 / +30 210-5014420 

Mobilr: +30 6947-706279 

e-mail: michalakopoulosseminars@yahoo.com 

fb1: Michalakopoulos team – Amilla  

fb2: Michalakopoulos Summer Camp 

mailto:michalakopoulosseminars@yahoo.com

